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As I write, Anna Taylor’s words resound in my ears. The popular
life coach says, “Today, may you remember that you are a living
breathing miracle, absolutely perfect as you are and loved more
than you could imagine.” This is so inspiring in the wake of
the cataclysmic natural disaster we have recently witnessed in
Nepal. Our hearts go out to all those who have lost their loved
ones and countless others who have been rendered homeless.
But the miracle, I mentioned, is the little baby who survived it all
and was buried for hours and still emerged – alive and breathing.
For us, it is an opportunity to be generous and offer all possible
help to our closest neighbour. Like begets like and this is our
chance to improve our Karma.
This month’s cover story is on the rapid rise of medical tourism
in India. The credit, of course, goes to our roots which are
embedded deep in Ayurveda and Yoga. The enormous variety of
therapies, low cost of treatment, highly trained and experienced
medical professionals and world-class infrastructure have
ensured that foreigners visit India for a fresh lease of life and
simultaneously, witness incredible India’s scenic beauty.
In the Hair section, we bring you up close with Angelo Seminara,
who shares his ideas and what he is aspiring to do in the future.
In a glorious photo essay, Loic Chapoix, Art Director at Dessange
Paris in Mumbai talks about Creative (Dis) Orders, the latest
collection that’s been created with his team in Paris.
Neha Chande, the girl with the golden touch, has won a gold
medal at the Oceania Skills Competition and is now preparing for
the Änal of WorldSills Competition to be held in August in Brazil.
We learn about the opportunities and challenges that she has
faced to reach this spot. Spawake, a Japanese skin care brand
from the house of Kose Copration has forayed into India. Dr
Deepali Bhardwaj, renowned Dermatologist, talks about the lip
augmentation, the procedure and the various concerns that she
faces. In the Spa Focus section, the spotlight is on the design
dynamics of So Spa in Mumbai. Elegant and chic, it is inspired
by the French way of thinking. Beautiful lighting, aesthetic
Åooring and an inviting ambience, have taken the spa to great
heights.
Lastly, keeping up with the ’social’ times we live in, Salon
International is now available on your Facebook! Would be
wonderful to hear from you and as you hit like, invite and friends,
remember we are all growing closer and enriching ourselves
even more.
On this note, I recall yet another quote from Robert Frost – ‘The
woods are lovely dark and deep, but I have promises to keep,
and miles to go before I sleep’…

Hair: Angelo Seminara
Make-up: Lynsey Alexander
Photography: Andrew O’Toole
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John Abraham
Breaking Stereotypes
From the cute guy-next-door looks to the swash-buckling gentleman, Actor John
Abraham has experimented with his personal style in almost every film he has been a
part of. He shares with Salon India, his take on the beauty and wellness industry and
preferred products
My views on grooming
I would rather put it this way – ‘grooming’ is essential for each and every
individual, irrespective of their gender. People admire someone who is
well-groomed at all times and not just for certain occasions. As far as
well-groomed men are concerned, they are extremely attractive, command
attention and deÄÄnitely make heads turn.

Shift in the way Indian men are thinking
Indian men now are extremely alert in terms of their style and appearance.
They make an effort to present themselves and aren’t afraid to experiment
and try out new styles and products. Besides the desire to be seen as
trendy, they also count on being well-groomed, which according to me, is a
positive shift.

My dapper looks
I have a professional team of stylists and hairdressers that help me look this
great on and off screen. They always try and set new benchmarks with my
looks. I keep it simple, even while experimenting with new looks. When it
comes to my preferred look, I looked great in the ÄÄlm
a, speci
speciÄÄcally in
lm Dostana
terms of grooming, which was courtesy Karan Johar. He has a lot to do with
it because he himself is a very well-groomed man and that’s how he likes all
the actors in his ÄÄlms
lms to appear.

Products I swear by
The most important thing for me, when I’m travelling is my kit, which
well-groomed
me
ean
ean
ea
ns
includes products for my entire hygiene. Being well-gro
omed not only means
good clothing, but also hygiene. One product that I really can’t do without
ut
is the Garnier Men Powerlight Facewash. It prevents my skin from dirt and
an
nd
pollution. The Garnier Men Lip Balm is my new essential!

Contents
12

Snippets Latest news and updates of the beauty and hair industry.

14

New openings Salons and spas across the country.

16

Interview Angelo Seminara, Celebrity Hairstylist and one of the most respected

Messy or clean shaven
A stubble look is my preference any day, but again it depends on my
character.

My suggestion
Different looks suit different men, as everyone has an individual face cut,
cu
ut,
hair and a sense of fashion. My advice for men with a staple look is to
o keep
kee
eep
ee
p
experimenting, but always remember not to wear or carry something,
something
g, which
wh
w
whic
ich
h
is not as per your personality. Now all you need is to be conÄ
conÄdent!
Ädent!

My style icon
George Clooney for obvious reasons.

Projects in the pipeline
Welcome Back, Rocky Handsome, Dhishum, Force 2 and He
Hera
era
e
er
ra Pher
Ph
Pheri 3.
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names in the business of hair dressing, shares his journey, challenges and
lots more.
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Beauty Interview with make-up artist, Annalia Zhimomi, who shares tips to
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Brand Spawake, a skin care brand, by KOSÉ Corporation of Japan, is now
available in India. We talked to Takashi Nomura, Director and CEO, KOSÉ
Corporation, who shares his ideas and plans for the brand.
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-VYOLYZOV^Z7PSSHPWYLMMLYLKNP]PUNHIP[VMZOPULVU[OL
L`LZJVTIPUPUNP[^P[O[OLJSHZZ`L`LSPULYHUK[OPJRSVUN
SHZOLZ:H`ZZOL¸,`LZ^LYLKVUL^P[OHZTVRL`LMMLJ[MVY
SHZOLZ:H`ZZOL¸,`LZ^LYLKVUL^P[OHZTVRL`LMMLJ[MVY
ZVTLVM[OLKLZPNULYZSPRL9VOP[.HUKOPHUK9HO\S2OHUUH
ZTVRL`ISHJRHUK^OP[L[OH[^OH[^VYRZI\[ZVTLVM[OLT
^LYLIYV^U[VV;OLJSHZZPJISHJRSPULY^HZ[OLWVW\SHY
[YLUK[OPZZLHZVUOV^L]LY[OLYL^HZH[V\JOVMPUKPNVPU[OL
[YLUK[OPZZLHZVUOV^L]LY[OLYL^HZH[V\JOVMPUKPNVPU[OL
RHQHSHUK[OLSPULYMVY;HU]P2LKPH»ZZOV^6ULVM[OLTHQVY
PUUV]H[PVUZ[OPZ[PTL^HZPU[OLZOV^VM(TP[(NNHY^HS¶
PUUV]H[PVUZ[OPZ[PTL^HZPU[OLZOV^VM(TP[(NNHY^HS¶
^OP[LWLUJPS^HZHWWSPLK\UKLYULH[O[OLL`LIYV^ZVM[OL
^OP[LWLUJPS^HZHWWSPLK\UKLYULH[O[OLL`LIYV^ZVM[OL
TVKLSZ:[\UUPUNP[^HZ¹
9VOP[HUK9HO\S^VUZ[OLIH[[SL^OLUP[JHTL[V[OL
9VOP[HUK9HO\S^VUZ[OLIH[[SL^OLUP[JHTL[V[OL
X\PU[LZZLU[PHSILH\[`SVVRVM[OL^LLR7PSSHPKLZJYPILZ[OL
X\PU[LZZLU[PHSILH\[`SVVRVM[OL^LLR7PSSHPKLZJYPILZ[OL
K\VSVVRHZº]LY`HUN\SHY»:OLJYLH[LKZT\KNLKZWPR`
ZTVRL`L`LZ[OH[LMMVY[SLZZS`^LU[^P[O[OLPYJYLH[PVUZVU[OL
YHTW>OPSLOHPYZPKLZ^LYLZSPJRLKIHJR^P[OH4VOH^RVU
YHTW>OPSLOHPYZPKLZ^LYLZSPJRLKIHJR^P[OH4VOH^RVU
[OL[VW
+LJSHYPUN[OLNYHWOPJL`LSPULYHZ[OLO\NLOP[MVY[OL
+LJSHYPUN[OLNYHWOPJL`LSPULYHZ[OLO\NLOP[MVY[OL
TVTLU[:VUPJ:HY^H[LZH`Z¸;OLYL^HZHJVTIPUH[PVU
TVTLU[:VUPJ:HY^H[LZH`Z¸;OLYL^HZHJVTIPUH[PVU
VML]LY`[OPUN¶ILP[ZTVRL`VYNYHWOPJZOHWLZSPRL[OLYL
VML]LY`[OPUN¶ILP[ZTVRL`VYNYHWOPJZOHWLZSPRL[OLYL
^LYL^PUNLKSPULYZNYHWOPJI\[X\P[LZ[YVUNPU[OL:HTHU[
^LYL^PUNLKSPULYZNYHWOPJI\[X\P[LZ[YVUNPU[OL:HTHU[
*OH\OHUZOV^¹
([[OLZOV^ZP[^HZTHQVYS`HIV\[^LHYPUNUL\[YHS
THRL\WI\[^P[O[OLYPNO[WSHJLTLU[VMJVSV\Y(WVWVM
UL^HNLJVSV\YZ^LYL[OYV^UOLYLHUK[OLYL¶ILP[VU[OL
L`LZSPWZVYJOLLRZ¸;OLYL^HZH]HYPH[PVUPU[OLTHRL\W
L`LZSPWZVYJOLLRZ¸;OLYL^HZH]HYPH[PVUPU[OLTHRL\W
L]LUPM^LKPKU\KLTHRL\WP[^HZU»[SPRLºUVJVSV\Y»SPRL
PU[OLWHZ["[OLYL^HZZVTLJVSV\YPU[OLMVYTVMÅ\ZOVU
[OLJOLLRZVYHZ[HPUVU[OLSPWZ¹L_WSHPUZ:HY^H[L^OVPZH
THZ[LYPU[OLHY[

InÅuencer Fashion designer, Swapnil Shinde shares his views on how fashion
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Solid mouth
3PWZ^LYLWYL[[`HUKZ[YVUNHZZLLUPU[OLZOV^ZVM(UQ\
4VKP7H`HS:PUNOHS5PRHZOH11=HSH`HHUK9P[\2\THY
¸0[^HZTVYLVMILH\[PM\SKLLWO\LZSPRLYPJOYLKV_ISVVK
HUKWS\T¹ZH`Z7PSSHP

Hair show
>LHNYLL[OH[[OLYL^LYL\WKVZ»NHSVYLI\[(ULL[O
(YVYH»ZOHPYSVVR^HZZVTL[OPUN[V]V\JOMVY-VYOPZ
(YVYH»ZOHPYSVVR^HZZVTL[OPUN[V]V\JOMVY-VYOPZ
 »ZTPSP[HY`PUZWPYLKJVSSLJ[PVU7PSSHP»Z[LHTJYLH[LK
MHSZLWVTWVTZV\[VMOHPYHUKHMÄ_LK[OLTVUIV[O[OL
MHSZLWVTWVTZV\[VMOHPYHUKHMÄ_LK[OLTVUIV[O[OL
ZPKLZ.VPUNVMMNYPK^HZ[OL.H\YH].\W[HZOV^^OLYL
ZPKLZ.VPUNVMMNYPK^HZ[OL.H\YH].\W[HZOV^^OLYL
OHPYZ[YHUKZH[[OLMYVU[^LYLJ\Y]LKHUKNLSSLKSPRL]PULZ
OHPYZ[YHUKZH[[OLMYVU[^LYLJ\Y]LKHUKNLSSLKSPRL]PULZ
HYV\UK[OLMVYLOLHKHUK[OLYLTHPUPUNOHPY^HZULH[S`
HYV\UK[OLMVYLOLHKHUK[OLYLTHPUPUNOHPY^HZULH[S`
[PLKPU[VHI\U(SZV[V[HSRHIV\[^HZ[OL[YPIHSSVVRVM
4HSPUP9HTHUP»ZZOV^^OLYLTVKLSZ^LYLZLLUZWVY[PUN
HTLZZ`ÄZO[HPSWSHP[0[^HZHYLMYLZOPUNSVVR
HTLZZ`ÄZO[HPSWSHP[0[^HZHYLMYLZOPUNSVVR

Manicures to admire
3HZ[S`[OL[YLUK[VWPJR\WMYVT[OL^LLRPZ[OLX\PYR`
THUPVM5HTYH[H1VZOPW\YH¶U\KLHSSV]LY^P[OHISHJR
SPULY\UUPUNPU[OLTPKKSLVM[OLUHPS¸(ZZOLOHKSPULZ
SPULY\UUPUNPU[OLTPKKSLVM[OLUHPS¸(ZZOLOHKSPULZ
Y\UUPUNKV^UPUOLYJSV[OLZZV^LKPK[OH[VUUHPSZHZ
^LSS¹ZH`Z7PSSHP
^LSS¹ZH`Z7PSSHP
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Spa focus Visual dynamics of So Spa in Mumbai; an interview with Malika
Ghaib, Spa Manager, Oma Spa who talks about the restorative properties of
coffee for rejuvenation and more.
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/V^KPK`V\V]LYJVTL[OLT&

In Ärst person Neha Chande, Skin Trainer at Enrich Salons & Academy in

and beauty are inter-related and how make-up unravels the thought in a
collection.
77

;LSS\ZHIV\[`V\YWYVMLZZPVUHS
[YHPUPUN>OV^HZ`V\YTLU[VY&

;LSS\ZHIV\[`V\YMH]V\YP[LWYVMLZZPVUHS
[VVSZ

:\RP>H[LYOV\ZL(YPaVUH4\ZL-LSPJP[`1VULZ
:\RP>H[LYOV\ZL(YPaVUH4\ZL-LSPJP[`1VULZ
)HYIHYH)HJO:VWOPL+HOS.PZLSSL)\UKJOLU,YPU
6»*VUUVY,]H/LYaPNV]H9PUNV:[HYY@HZTPU3L
@
)VU+VUUH(PY+LUPZL]HU6\[LU,TTH)\U[VU
:HT;H`SVY>VVK1V>VVK.^LUL[O7HS[YV^
5HVTP*HTWILSS5H[HSPH=VKPHUV]H;HSP3LUUV_
5HVTP*HTWILSS5H[HSPH=VKPHUV]H;HSP3LUUV_
2H[L)\ZO7VY[PH-YLLTHU+HPZ`3V^L(PTLL
6ZIV\YULHTVUNV[OLYZ

enhance an individual’s personality with make-up; Dr Deepali Bhardwaj talks
about Lip Augmentation; product launches and more.
66

>OLU0ÄYZ[QVPULKHIHYILYZOVWT`IPNNLZ[
WYVISLT^HZ[OH[0JV\SKU»[Z[H`Z[PSS0^HZ
HUV\[KVVYWLYZVU^P[OSV[ZVMLULYN`ZV[V
HUV\[KVVYWLYZVU^P[OSV[ZVMLULYN`ZV[V
Z[H`PU[OLSP[[SLIHYILYZOVW^HZT`IPNNLZ[
Z[Y\NNSL[VZ[HY[^P[O

Cover story India has hit the target when it comes to Medical Tourism. The

Mumbai has won a gold medal in the Beauty Therapy category at the
Oceania Skills Competition. She talks about her life before and after the
recognition.
59

>OH[^LYL[OLJOHSSLUNLZ[OH[
`V\OHK[VLUJV\U[LYPU[OLPUP[PHS
KH`Z&

0SV]LOHPYKYLZZPUNHUKPM`V\SV]LZVTL[OPUNPU
SPML`V\H\[VTH[PJHSS`ILJVTLSV`HSHUK[Y\[OM\S
SPML`V\H\[VTH[PJHSS`ILJVTLSV`HSHUK[Y\[OM\S
[VP[/HPYKYLZZPUNPZT`WHZZPVU[OYV\NONVVK
HUKIHK[PTLZHUK0HS^H`ZZ[PJR^P[OP[,]LY`
KH`0SVVRMVY^HYK[VT`QVI

Exclusive Shailesh Moolya, National Creative Director-Hair and Sushma Khan,

credit goes to our extensively trained medical fraternity that is equipped to
offer the latest therapies in a world-class setting. We talk to experts and
share their views on the opportunities and challenges that it presents
46

/V^OHZ[OLQV\YUL`ILLUZVMHY&

7SLHZLUHTLZVTLVM`V\YJLSLIYP[`
7SLHZLUHTLZVTLVM`V\YJLSLIYP[`
JSPLU[Z

National Creative Director-Makeup, both Lakmé Salon, create show stopper
looks showcased at LFW Summer Resort 2015.
38-44

JVUZPZ[LU[LTWPYL^OLYLX\HSP[`Z[HUKHYKZHUK
JVUZPZ[LU[LTWPYL^OLYLX\HSP[`Z[HUKHYKZHUK
OHPYKYLZZPUNL_JLSSLUJLPUHSSP[ZMVYTZYLTHPU
[OLMVJ\Z/LOHZPUZWPYLK[OLOHPYKYLZZPUN
PUK\Z[Y`HSSV]LY[OLNSVILTLU[VYPUNTHU`
PUK\Z[Y`HSSV]LY[OLNSVILTLU[VYPUNTHU`
VM[VKH`»Z[VWOHPYKYLZZLYZ;YL]VYOHZILLU
SPRLHMH[OLY[VTLHUK0^PSSHS^H`ZILNYH[LM\S
SPRLHMH[OLY[VTLHUK0^PSSHS^H`ZILNYH[LM\S
MVY^OH[OLOHZKVULMVYTL/LPZZPTWS`
MVY^OH[OLOHZKVULMVYTL/LPZZPTWS`
ºT`THU»

0$.(83(9;0:;

Celeb style John Abraham on his style and grooming products.

%RREPME>LMQSQM W
TEWWMSRXSFIEYXMJ]
TEWWMSRXSFIEYXMJ]
TISTPIFVSYKLXLIV
XSNSMR(IPLM7GLSSP
SJ1EOIYT-RWTMVIH
F]XLIMRXIVREXMSREP
QEOIYTEVXMWX
;E]RI+SWWWLI
LEW[SVOIHSREH
LEW[SVOIHSREH
GEQTEMKRWJEWLMSR
WLSSXWJSVGPMIRXW
WLSSXWJSVGPMIRXW
PMOI1IVGIHIW&IR^
1MRMWXV]3J(IWMKR
1MRMWXV]3J(IWMKR
6IHFYPP1E]YVMERH
6IHFYPP1E]YVMERH
-XEWLE7EGLHIZE

Coffee break Try this quiz and win a year’s subscription of Salon International.
Events The social calendar: what’s happening when and where.
Step-by-step Intricate gobal colour explained.
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:\JJLZZPZ-YLLKVT
>OH[PUZWPYLK`V\[VILJVTLH
THRL\WHY[PZ[&
0ILSPL]L[OH[0HTHUHY[PZ[I`IPY[OHZ0
0ILSPL]L[OH[0HTHUHY[PZ[I`IPY[OHZ0
HTJYLH[P]L¶MYVTWHPU[PUN[VZ[P[JOPUN
KLZPNUPUN[VTHRL\W0SV]LP[HSS4HRL
\WPZT`WHZZPVUHUK0ILSPL]LVUL
ZOV\SKVW[HJHYLLYVULSV]LZ>OLUHU
ZOV\SKVW[HJHYLLYVULSV]LZ>OLUHU
VWWVY[\UP[`YPUNZ`V\YKVVYILSS[Y`[VNP]L
P[`V\YILZ[ZOV[^P[OM\SSKL[LYTPUH[PVU0
SV]LT`QVIHUK[OLILZ[[OPUNPU[OL^VYSK
PZKVPUN^OH[`V\SV]LHUKNL[[PUNWHPK
MVYP[

>OH[^HZ`V\YÄYZ[IPNIYLHR&
4`ÄYZ[IPNIYLHR^HZ^OLU0KPKH]PKLV
4`ÄYZ[IPNIYLHR^HZ^OLU0KPKH]PKLV
HK]LY[PZLTLU[ZOVV[MVY4;:4PJYVTH_
KPYLJ[LKI`)OHYH[:PRRHHUK0HZZPZ[LK
KPYLJ[LKI`)OHYH[:PRRHHUK0HZZPZ[LK
)PHUJH/HY[RVWM

>OH[HYL[OLWYVQLJ[Z\UKLY[HRLU
ZVMHY&
0OHKKVUL^VYRZOVWZHKJHTWHPNUZHUK
MHZOPVUZOVV[ZMVYJSPLU[ZSPRL4LYJLKLZ
MHZOPVUZOVV[ZMVYJSPLU[ZSPRL
4LYJLKLZ
)LUa4PUPZ[Y`6M+LZPNU9LKI\SS4H`\YP
0[HZOH:HJOKL]HHTVUNZ[V[OLYZ

/V^KPK`V\NL[Z[HY[LKPU
/V^KPK`V\NL[Z[HY[LKPU
THRL\WHY[PZ[Y`&

>OPJOPZ`V\YMH]V\YP[LTHRL\W
>OPJOPZ`V\YMH]V\YP[LTHRL\W
SVVR&

0NV[PU[YVK\JLKPU[VWYVMLZZPVUHSTHRL\W
0NV[PU[YVK\JLKPU[VWYVMLZZPVUHSTHRL\W
^OPSL0^HZPU3VUKVU^OLYL0]VS\U[LLYLK
MVYMHZOPVUZOV^Z

4`MH]V\YP[LTHRL\WSVVRPZ[OLJSHZZPJ
YLKSPWZ^P[O^PUNLKSPULY0[»ZZ\WLYMHZ[[V
YLKSPWZ^P[O^PUNLKSPULY0[»ZZ\WLYMHZ[[V
JYLH[LHUKSVVRZJSHZZ`HUKULH[
JYLH[LHUKSVVRZJSHZZ`HUKULH[

>OH[HYL[OLJV\YZLZ`V\OH]L
>OH[HYL[OLJV\YZLZ`V\OH]L
[HRLU\W&

>OVPZ`V\YMH]V\YP[LTHRL\W
HY[PZ[&

0OHKKVUL4HRL\WHUK/HPY*LY[PÄJH[L
0OHKKVUL4HRL\WHUK/HPY*LY[PÄJH[L
7YVNYHTTLMYVT[OL+LSOP:JOVVSVM
4HRL\W(SZV^OPSLZ[\K`PUNMVY4:JH[
0U[LYUH[PVUHS4HUHNLTLU[HUK4HYRL[PUN
MYVT3VUKVU0OHK]VS\U[LLYLKHZH
MYVT3VUKVU
0OHK ]VS\U[LLYLKHZH
IHJRZ[HNLHZZPZ[HU[PUMHZOPVUZOV^Z
^OLYL0OHKHNSPTWZLVM[OLMHZOPVU
HUKILH\[`PUK\Z[Y`3VUKVUOHZM\Y[OLY
HUKILH\[`PUK\Z[Y`3VUKVUOHZM\Y[OLY
IYVHKLULKT`HZWLJ[ZVMSPMLHUKZOV^LK
IYVHKLULKT`HZWLJ[ZVMSPMLHUKZOV^LK
[OLWV^LYVMILPUNPUKLWLUKLU[

4PJOLSSL7OHUOLYWHZZPVUMVYTHRL\WHUK
KL[LYTPUH[PVU[VZ\JJLLKOHZTHKLTLH
THRL\WHY[PZ[[VKH`

>OH[HYL`V\YMH]V\YP[LTHRL\W
IYHUKZ&
4`MV\UKH[PVU[OL4(*:[\KPV-P_-S\PK5V
PZMYVT4(*4`)LH\[`)SLUKLY[OH[PZ
HTPYHJSLZWVUNLI`9LHS;LJOUPX\LZ[OL
SPWZ[PJR0^V\SK\ZLMVYT`SPWZHUKJOLLRZ
SPWZ[PJR0^V\SK\ZLMVYT`SPWZHUKJOLLRZ

PZ4(*2PUH:L_`T`,`LIYV^2P[PZMYVT
PZ4(*2PUH:L_`T`,`LIYV^2P[PZMYVT
)LULÄ[[VKLÄULT`L`LIYV^ZHUKHSZV\ZL
)LULÄ[[VKLÄULT`L`LIYV^ZHUKHSZV\ZL
P[HZHUL`LZOHKV^[VJVU[V\YT`L`LZHUK
THZJHYH

>OVHSSHYL`V\YJLSLIYP[`
>OVHSSHYL`V\YJLSLIYP[`
JSPLU[Z&
(J[VY:HXPI:HSLLTHUKKLZPNULYZ9LLUH
(J[VY:HXPI:HSLLTHUKKLZPNULYZ9LLUH
(U[OT9LLUH+LLWHURZOP9HZOPTHHUK
(U[OT9LLUH+LLWHURZOP9HZOPTHHUK
>PUR`:PUNO4PUPZ[Y`VM+LZPNU

>OH[HYL`V\YM\[\YLWSHUZ&
0^HU[[VOH]L[OLMYLLKVT[VWSH`HUK
KL]LSVWKPMMLYLU[[LJOUPX\LZPUTHRL\WHUK
PTWYV]LT`ZRPSSZHZHTHRL\WHY[PZ[0^HU[
PTWYV]LT`ZRPSSZHZHTHRL\WHY[PZ[0^HU[
[V[LHJO[OL^VYSK[OLPTWVY[HUJLVMNVVK
ZRPUHUKOV^[VNP]L[OLPSS\ZPVUVMÅH^SLZZ
ZRPUHUKOV^[VNP]L[OLPSS\ZPVUVMÅH^SLZZ
ZRPU^P[OV\[ILPUNHWYVPUTHRL\W;OL
VUL[OPUN[OH[0^V\SKSPRL[VW\[LTWOHZPZ
VUPZº7LYMLJ[)HZL»0U[OLUL_[[OYLL`LHYZ
VUPZº7LYMLJ[)HZL»0U[OLUL_[[OYLL`LHYZ
0^V\SKSPRL[VZLLT`ZLSMHZHUV^ULYVM
T`V^UVYNHUPJTHRL\WIYHUKLZWLJPHSS`
JH[LYPUN[VMV\UKH[PVUZHUKZRPUJHYL

INTERVIEW

Angelo Seminara
Surreal Portraits by the Wizard
Three time winner of the prestigious British Hairdresser of the Year, protégé of Trevor
Sorbie, Angelo Seminara is the uncrowned king of creative hair dressing. A power house
of creative thinking, he is a tremendous source of inspiration for the world to follow
[r:kZ]aZgZO;aZmgZ`Zk

What led you into the world of
hairdressing?
I began my career as a salon trainee in my
native home town of Calabria in Italy. Five years
later I went to Rome to work with Toni&Guy.
Fuelled by ambition, passion, and a hunger to
see and learn more, to experiment and express
my creativity, I went to London to work for
Trevor Sorbie where I stayed for 15 years as
International Creative Director.

Credits
Hair: Angelo Seminara
Make-up: Lynsey Alexander
Photography: Andrew O’Toole
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consistent empire where quality standards and
hairdressing excellence in all its forms, remain
the focus. He has inspired the hairdressing
industry all over the globe, mentoring many
of today’s top hairdressers. Trevor has been
like a father to me and I will always be grateful
for what he has done for me. He is simply
‘my man’.

How has the journey been so far?

What were the challenges that
you had to encounter in the initial
days?

I love hairdressing and if you love something in
life you automatically become loyal and truthful
to it. Hairdressing is my passion, through good
and bad times and I always stick with it. Every
day I look forward to my job.

When I Ärst joined a barber shop, my biggest
problem was that I couldn’t stay still. I was
an outdoor person, with lots of energy so to
stay in the little barber shop was my biggest
struggle to start with.

Tell us about your professional
training. Who was your mentor?

How did you overcome them?

If I could pick one hairdresser to be crowned
the ultimate hairdressing icon, I would say
my mentor, Trevor Sorbie. Working with him
for 15 years was a profound experience.
Trevor‘s managed to build a small, but very

I fell in love with the people and learned how to
listen and have conversations.

Who do you think is the guru of the
hair dressing industry?
Robert Lobetta.

FA S H I O N

Sensuous
Luxury
Filippo Sepe interprets
the luxury construed as
research and testing of
new routes
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EXCLUSIVE

Show Stoppers
Lakmé Sculpt
Looks SR ‘15
With Salon India, Shailesh Moolya, National
Creative Director, Hair, Lakmé Salon and
Sushma Khan, National Creative Director,
Makeup, Lakmé Salon, share the how to on
creating the three show stopping looks
Hair How-to
Clean Top Knot
To achieve this look, start with washing and
blow drying the hair.
Gel back hair and tie a tight pony at the top of
the crown. Ensure there are no demarcation
lines for a smooth slick back look.
Use a hair bungee to tie the pony and gel the
remaining loose Åy aways.
Braid the pony and tie into a tight top knot!

Make-up How-to
Champagne Shimmer
To get a clean surface to apply make-up,
use an eye primer from the lid to the brow
bone.Then, use a metallic cream shadow
base from the inner corner to outer edge of
the eyelid and draw a line with a black kohl
pencil on the socket line. Blend carefully with
black eyeshadow, avoiding any smudging or
smearing around the eye.
Fill the water line with black kohl pencil
and smudge on the outside with a pencil
brush for a smokey effect. Add fake lashes
and mascara on the upper lashes to add
more drama.
Shape eyebrows with a clean raised arch for
a shapely and sculpted look.
For a nude sculpted face, use a foundation
shade three to four shades darker than your
actual skin tone. Using a brush, start from the
center of the ear and go downward towards
the corner of the lip, stopping halfway at the
cheek. Contour the sides of your nose as
well to get a sharp chiseled touch.
For nude lips, line your lip with a lip pencil
three shades darker than your lip colour and
Äll in with a natural nude shade. This way, the
focus is on the drama of the sculpted eyes.
28 I SALON INTERNATIONAL I MAY 2015

GREY HAIR

Praise Age
The art of growing old is to praise the wisdom of the elderly.
Seneca considered old age the quietest time because you can
finally deal with the ‘proper’ life. And today? Today, it is true that
you cannot fool the biological clock, yet you can live better
[r:e_k^]hKn[^km^eeb

T

From T to B: Mimi Weddell,
Iris Apfel, Annie Lennox,
Irene Williams
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oday they are not only
doctors, psychologists
and sociologists, but
also fashion designers and
fashion editors because being
elderly have never been more
fashionable. The hairdressers
had discovered a long ago that
growing old does not mean
white hair, the skin losing its
elasticity, wrinkles and the line
of the body being different from
what it once was.
A research of the Stony Brook
University in New York published
in the journal Proceedings of the
National Academy of Sciences
says that the age of happiness
begins on the 50th anniversary,
an age at which where one is
more optimistic, less stressed
and more self-conÄdent. It is
likely to show no complexes.
The psychologist Renata Viano
says, “It is the time in which
the achievements have been
made, the children are grown
and begins the age of solidity,
irony and back the desire to
play.” Once past the age of
beauty that assessed the fee of
showgirls, it was discovered that
it is not from ‘scrap’, but rather
the time of ‘how should I be’ to
be ‘who you are’.
In an article in the New York
Times it was pointed out that
the over-wing are conquering
the world, who have passed
the myth of youth and now
overturning the ideal. Mimi
Weddell, star of the cult movie
Hats Off that tells his life, in
2008, when he turned around,
he was 90 years old. The
documentary Älm shows us
the Weddell in beauty salons,
in training sessions and taking

dance lessons. The actress
nonagenarian, showed a
willingness to work 14 hours
a day and Äght for ‘roles’
regardless of the rivalry of the
young.
Iris Apfel, born in 1921, is a
business woman, an interior
designer, but above all a fashion
icon. Her look, some considered
excessive, is deÄnitely quirky
and personal and it gave her an
exhibition at the Metropolitan
Museum of Arts. Advertising
conÄrms this phenomenon.
In fact, Jean Francois (72
years) and Tanya (62 years)
are the stars for the brand The
Kooples. Not to mention that
Vivienne Westwood at 69 years
deÄnes the laws of fashion.
All these ladies are the stars
in the foreground and launch
the challenge of neo rock, neo
hippies, neo punk. The over 60
have crossed the 20 century
and should not do marketing, as
they represent the true spirit of
rebellion. And not only are the
eccentric ‘old ladies’ becoming
a source of inspiration for
designers and hairdressers, they
give you a tip, too – “Women,
if you wake up this morning
with some more ‘rocket’, do not
worry. It is fashionable and is a
sign that you are on the road to
happiness and success.”
My message is clear: mature
women can be glamorous,
beautiful, expressive, reassuring
and inÅuential. Look in the mirror
with joy at your grey hairstyle,
be it wavy or voluminous. Your
dress is nice, embroidered
and colourful. It will be a style
that will soon be imitated by
daughter and niece.

T to B: Kate Moss,
Lady Gaga, V. Westwood,
Ruth Flowers, Jean - Francois
and Tanya
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Medical Tourism in India
Perfect Blend of Tradition and Modernity
In recent years, wellness travel to India has exploded. The Wellness Tourism segment
is estimated to grow nearly 50 per cent faster than global tourism by 2017, and a
significant contribution to this will come from Asia, states a recent study by SRI
International. Salon India gives you a perspective
[r:ZkmbDZinkLbg`a
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Destination Spas
Therapies that Call and Cure
It has been established that spa therapies are the answer to modern day emotional
and physiological travails. However, destination spas claim to be more advantageous
as they not only offer exotic therapies, but also have scenic beauty on their side
[r:ZkmbDZinkLbg`a

T

he Indian spa industry has grown substantially and
it is only natural for our spas to look beyond the age
old therapeutic treatments that have strong roots
in Ayurveda and merge the super-luxury ambience with
innovative therapies and healing practices. Besides skin
treatments and massages, most spas in India have now
evolved to include a number of different therapies, such as
reÅexology, hydrotherapy, aromatherapy and meditation.

Going beyond the regular
In the quest to offer a discerning customer the best
pampering that money can buy, India’s modern-day
destination spas are walking the extra mile to offer them
unique experiences. The discerning traveller is revelling in
the combination of a holiday with a wellness retreat, which is
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Salon Tools
Gadgets for Professionals
Salon India updates you on new equipments and salon furniture
launched by leading brands

Pedi Spa Eco
Lemi Italy, represented
in India by JCKRC
Spa Destination Pvt
Ltd has launched
the Pedi Spa Eco
station, a treatment
and wellness station
for the feet and
hands. It boasts of
unique features and
a multi-faceted
performance.
The revolutionary
design of this
manicure and
pedicure chair functions
go above and beyond those
offered by traditional hand and foot care stations. The Pedi
Spa Eco offers an exceptional level of versatility. Some of
its salient features include a high power pump, four lateral
jets, a hand-held showerhead, an oval design and an
adjustable reclining seat. With a choice of as many as 60
different upholstery colours, the product claims to innovate
in the category and also gives competition to brands already
present in India.

F-300 DT Digital Facial Steamer
With ergonomic design, modern
functionality and appealing aesthetics,
K S Beauty Centre has introduced the
latest facial steamer. Its appearance and
structure are different from the traditional
facial steamers. With the help of LCD
display screen, the customer can
see its mean time process and
working status. The product has an
innovative heating system which
effectively shortens the water
boiling time. The cup is made of an
anti-head material that guarantees
stability in high temperature
conditions and also helps reduce the
surface’s temperature. The product is
equipped with pre-set timer, three level
spray adjustment and an automatic water
level detector. The maximum and minimum
water level alarming system prevents
water spraying over the standard
water level and heater damage
low over minimum water level,
and prevent heat-caused
damage.

Price: On request
Price: On request

Curl by Beauty ‘n’ Beyond
Introduced by Universal Marketing, the Beauty ‘n’ Beyond Curl has pioneered the Auto Curl technology to effortlessly create beautiful,
free-Åowing and long-lasting curls. Hair is automatically drawn in to the ceramic curl chamber where it is held and gently heated from
all directions to form a curl. Simply release the curl secret styler from the hair to reveal the perfect curl! With three heat settings and
three timer settings for different curl effects and an automatic curl direction for a natural Änish, the
product is technically quite sound.
The product has a professional heating system for fast curl formation, ceramic curl chamber
for smooth, shiny curls, alternating curl direction for a natural Änish, automatic shut off, heat
settings, three timer settings with an audio beep indicator, heat ready indicator and heat
protection mat. The longer the time the hair is held inside the curl chamber, the more deÄned
the curl will be.
Price: On request
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